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Understanding Dutch healthcare: institutional 
constraints that have withstood the test of time  

 
 Maximizing risk-solidarity, (e.g. low out-of-pocket expenses; broad and deep 

benefit basket; community-rating; risk-adjustment)     
 

 Gatekeeper is the family physician (also increases risk-solidarity)  
 

 Stewardship: tradition of negotiating, mediating, and co-governing with the 
major interest groups (polder model) 
 

 Large general acute-care hospitals; but care is normally ‘around-the-corner’ 
 

 Average acute health care sector; large long-term care sector 
 

 
 

 



Critical junctures in health expenditure  
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Three questions  

  Why abolish a ’successful’ system of hard budget constrains? 

 

  Why did new soft constraints not live up to fiscal expectations?  

 

  How to give fiscal teeth to soft constraints?     
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A very short history of funding Dutch hospitals  

Legacy of per diem and ffs (physicians); capital expenses included in per 
diem rates after certificate-of-need 

 

1983: global budgets based on historical costs, but physicians: ffs 

 eventually more tailored budgets and physician lumpsum 

2001: ‘unorderly’ retreat of global budgets; volume becomes king 

2005: diagnostic-treatment-combinations (drg including outpatient care) 

2006: market reforms: universal access, gradual liberalization rates, 
 ‘stimulating’ managed care by insurance companies  

2012: increasing enforcement mechanisms (insurers ‘at risk’); DTC 2.0 
 (simplifying the system); covenant on cost-containment (2.5%); 
 quality-adjusted-capitation-fees? 
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Why abolish ‘successful’ hard budget constraints?   

 Hard ‘constraints’: 1. global budget, 2. benefit package, 3. out-of-
pocket expenses 

 

 Central idea: under a global budget, physicians’ will prioritize 
according to medical need and this will increase value-for-money 

 

However, 

 Waiting lists 

 Lack of increase in life expectancy 

 Patient responsiveness 

 Lack of innovation 

 Increasing protests from professionals and the general public 

 The courts: insurance implies necessary health care should be paid  
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The result: an upward shift in hospital volume   
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Why did new soft constraints not live up to fiscal 
expectations?  

 Everybody was ‘satisfied’: longer and healthier lives, no waiting 
lists, more patient responsiveness and the return of innovations 

 

 Safety nets under the new market based model: no downside risk. 

 

 (Private indemnity) insurers bought market share by reducing their   
solvency levels (24%) to the new mandatory level of 8%; overhead 
costs of insurers declined some 40%  

 

 Productivity increased quite rapidly, but was not used to reduce 
expenses but to strengthen hospital solvency and – foremost – to 
deliver even more care: including additional productivity volume and 
intensity of care increased approximately 6% on an annual base.  
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Successful substitution towards lower case costs, but 
also much more less complex volume (2006 – 2008)    
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How to give fiscal teeth to soft constraints?   

 It is technical ‘easier’ to handle hard constraints … but soft constraints 
often give more room to differentiate between the good, the bad and 
‘political’ goals. 

 

For soft constraints to work, they rely more on ‘doing everything’ … 

 Increasing ’risk’ for providers & insurers & patients (OUP) 

 Increasing institutional efficiency: governance, reimbursement, scope 
of the benefit package, OUP, HTA etc. need to reinforce each other in 
’punishing’ care that is not evidence-based.  

 Learning-by-doing is essential to create the perfect mix …    
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Thank you for your attention 
 

 

 

pp.jeurissen@minvws.nl 
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